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cognition (Van Overwalle, 2009) contribute to the encoding of 
dynamic, personally-relevant emotional episodes that take place 
within a social context.
A promising neuroimaging analysis technique that can be 
applied to address this problem is independent component analy-
sis (ICA), which is a multivariate statistical approach that decom-
poses brain signals from temporally-extended event sequences into 
component parts. ICA is a data driven method that identiﬁ  es and 
segregates distinct brain regions or networks based on their char-
acteristic time course activity (Calhoun et al., 2001, 2003, 2009; 
Bartels and Zeki, 2004a,b, 2005). This method has proven to be 
useful for revealing functionally related brain regions during natu-
ral viewing of extended event sequences (e.g., watching movies), 
which, given their perceptual richness and complexity, are likely to 
engage a broad set of regions and connections (Jääskeläinen et al., 
2008; Malinen et al., 2007; Calhoun et al., 2009). ICA differs from 
other multivariate analysis methods such as partial least squares 
(PLS, McIntosh et al., 1996) by decomposing signal into statistically 
independent rather than maximally variant sources. Additionally, 
ICA requires no a priori model of the data, which is particularly 
advantageous given the complexity of the stimuli at hand.
The present study applied this analytic approach to investigate 
the component neural systems that contribute to the formation of 
emotional memories that emerge in the context of a sporting event. 
As opposed to other temporally-extended event sequences such as 
movies, team sporting events contain individual plays, rendering 
it is easier to parse into shorter narrative structures with unique 
INTRODUCTION
Exploring brain activity that supports memory encoding under 
natural conditions is particularly challenging. While asking human 
participants to retrieve real, complex events from their own per-
sonal life has become increasingly common in functional neu-
roimaging studies (see Svoboda et al., 2006; Cabeza and St Jacques, 
2007, for reviews), recording cerebral changes related to how these 
memories are initially formed has proven more difﬁ  cult to examine 
experimentally. Hence, neural mechanisms supporting memory 
encoding have been almost exclusively studied through paradigms 
taken from laboratory settings, using lists of static items such as 
pictures or words (but see Hasson et al., 2008, for the use of a 
portion of a movie as the encoding phase condition). Even more 
challenging on both practical and ethical grounds is the task of 
investigating how the brain encodes memories that, in addition to 
their self-relevance and complexity, also vary in their emotional 
signiﬁ  cance. Although progress has been made in elucidating 
amygdala–hippocampal interactions for the successful encoding 
of emotional stimuli (LaBar and Cabeza, 2006), it is unclear how 
these or other brain regions, such as those implicated in social 
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ﬁ  rst two   questionnaires involved self-ratings about: (i) their level 
of basketball fandom and their fan-related behavior with regard to 
their favorite men’s college basketball team (adapted from Wann 
et al., 2003), (ii) their own and others’ perceptions of them as fans, 
as well as their feelings and behaviors associated with their fandom 
(adapted from Wann and Branscombe, 1993). Three additional 
questionnaires were used to determine the participants’ level of 
knowledge about basketball in general, National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) men’s basketball, and their favorite men’s col-
lege basketball team (Duke or UNC). These questionnaires were 
constructed for the purpose of this study and piloted on 21 par-
ticipants to select the most appropriate questions. The participants 
had to satisfy stringent criteria to qualify: they must have ranked 
themselves as having a high level of fandom, and maintained an 
overall average of 75% correct responses on the basketball knowl-
edge questionnaires. Based on pilot data showing low level memory 
performance in females, only males were recruited to participate to 
the present study. All participants gave informed written consent 
prior to their inclusion in the study, which was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board at Duke University Medical Center.
PROCEDURE AND STIMULUS MATERIALS
Participants freely watched a portion of a basketball game in the 
scanner, and their recognition memory for the most eventful 
subsections was tested afterwards. We selected a basketball game 
between Duke and UNC, played at UNC in 2001, based on its 
competitiveness and variability in emotional intensity. None of the 
participants were familiar with this particular game. The partici-
pants were presented with a 35-min section from the middle of the 
game. Within this portion, 40 emotionally intense short segments 
were identiﬁ  ed for subsequent statistical analysis. Each segment 
was between 10 and 24 s in length (average = 16.33 s; SD = 4.47 s) 
and portrayed a play characterized by an exciting result such as a 
shot (made or missed), a difﬁ  cult pass, or a good defensive play. 
Segments were divided according to the fan’s perspective into those 
that were emotionally positive (n = 20) and emotionally negative 
(n = 20). For instance, a segment showing a shot made by a player 
from the fan’s team corresponded to a stimulus that was emotion-
ally positive for the fan’s team, but emotionally negative for the fan 
of the rival team. The viewing session was divided into four runs 
of approximately equal duration. The subjects were instructed to 
enjoy and attend to the game closely in preparation for an impend-
ing memory test (intentional encoding).
Thirty minutes after the viewing session, participants completed 
a recognition task outside the scanner. During the recognition task, 
subjects were shown 80 clips from the basketball game. The clips 
were either viewed by the subjects in the scanner (40 old items), 
or were from portions of the game that were not viewed (40 new 
items). The new segments were matched to the old ones in valence 
(20 positive and 20 negative plays according to one fan’s perspec-
tive) and in duration (average = 15.58 s; SD = 3.37 s). The fans 
were shown the clips in random order. Game time and score were 
covered during the task. Based on pilot studies, this design ensured 
recognition memory performance in a range of 80–85% accuracy. 
Presentation of each clip was followed by a 6-s ﬁ  xation during 
which participants were asked to make an old/new judgment (yes/
no response). The memory judgment was followed by a conﬁ  dence 
emotions. Research from sports psychology has shown that deeply 
committed fans experience sporting events vicariously – they are 
highly personally involved with the actions of the game; they self-
identify with team players; and they are prone to experience intense 
emotions related to the team’s performance (Brown, 1986; Wann 
and Branscombe, 1993). Moreover, televised games include video 
footage and auditory overlay of crowd and commentator reactions 
as the game unfolds, which provides a social context despite viewing 
the game individually within the conﬁ  nes of an MRI scanner. From 
a research design perspective, another advantage of this paradigm 
is that the exact same play can be classiﬁ  ed as either emotionally 
positive or negative according to the personal perspective of rival 
fans (plays that are emotionally positive for half the participants 
are emotionally negative for the other half). In this way, potential 
memory confounds such as differences in visual complexity or 
distinctiveness for events of opposing valence are completely con-
trolled, which is difﬁ  cult to achieve with other stimuli.
To achieve the study objectives, an archived college basketball 
game was selected and watched by dedicated fans of the two oppos-
ing teams while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI). During scanning, a 35-min portion of a basketball game 
involving a traditional college basketball rivalry – Duke University 
vs. University of North Carolina – was freely viewed by fans from 
the two teams. Recognition memory was assessed post scanning, 
using video clips that depicted individual plays of the game. After 
judging whether they had previously viewed the play, participants 
rated the emotional intensity and valence of the clip.
The primary goal of this work was to improve our understand-
ing of the brain networks involved in the formation of real-life 
emotional events, encoded under more ecological conditions, by 
(i) taking advantage of the data driven approach provided by ICA 
to identify component neural systems, and then, (ii) performing 
correlations between the neural activity identiﬁ  ed with ICA and 
the emotional ratings for plays that were successfully encoded. This 
approach was taken over other measures of functional connectivity 
such region of interest (ROI) or seed based correlations in order to 
minimize spatial and temporal selection bias. As opposed to blind 
data analysis methods such as ICA, the more conventional general 
linear model (GLM) approach is hypothesis driven, i.e., it implies 
some prior knowledge about the shape of the expected hemody-
namic response, in the context of a predictive model. Our second 
objective was then to use the ICA data we obtained as a guide for 
a GLM analysis, especially regarding the temporal characteristics 
associated with the exciting plays (i.e., peak of the related time 
courses), with the aim of building up a predictive model to be used 
with statistical parametric mapping.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Twenty college basketball fans of opposing teams, with no prior 
history of neurological or psychiatric impairment, participated in 
the study. Ten subjects were fans of the Duke University Men’s 
Basketball team [mean age  =  20.30 years, standard deviation 
(SD) = 3.68], and 10 subjects were fans of the rival team [the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (UNC), mean age = 22.70 
years, SD = 2.94). All participants were recruited through a set of 
questionnaires aimed at determining their level of fandom. The Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  May 2010  | Volume 4  |  Article 34  |  3
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screen that appeared for 4.5 s, instructing the participants to rate 
how conﬁ  dent they were in their decision on an eight-point scale 
(from 1 = “very low” to 8 = “very high”). Then, an emotional rat-
ing screen appeared for 4.5 s, instructing the participants to rate 
each clip for valence and intensity on a 4-point scale (from −1 up 
to −4 for negative events; or from 1 up to 4 for positive events), 
according to the emotion felt while viewing these sequences in the 
scanner. These ratings were collected at the time of recognition 
memory testing so as not to interrupt the free viewing period. The 
emotional rating was followed by short periods of ﬁ  xation between 
trials (mean duration = 3 s, range = 2–5 s).
fMRI METHODS
Scanning
Images were collected using a 4-T GE scanner. Video was pre-
sented using liquid crystal display goggles (Resonance Technology, 
Northridge, CA, USA), and sound was diffused through audio 
headphones. Cogent 2000 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, London, UK) was used for the presentation and timing 
of runs. Scanner noise was reduced with earplugs, and head motion 
was minimized using foam pads and a headband. Anatomical scan-
ning started with a T2-weighted sagittal localizer series. The ante-
rior commissure and posterior commissure were identiﬁ  ed in the 
midsagittal slice, and 34 contiguous oblique slices were prescribed 
parallel to the AC-PC plane. High-resolution T1-weighted struc-
tural images were collected ﬁ  rst, with a 12.3-ms repetition time 
(TR), a 5.4-ms echo time (TE), a 24-cm ﬁ  eld of view (FOV), a 2562 
matrix, 68 slices, and a slice thickness of 1.9 mm. Functional images 
were subsequently acquired using an inverse spiral sequence with 
a 1.5-s TR, a 31-ms TE, a 24-cm FOV, a 642 matrix, and a 60° ﬂ  ip 
angle. Thirty-four contiguous slices were acquired with the same 
slice prescription as the anatomical images. Slice thickness was 
3.8 mm, resulting in 3.75 mm × 3.75 mm × 3.8 mm voxels.
fMRI analyses
Preprocessing and statistical analyses were conducted using SPM5 
software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, 
UK), implemented in MATLAB (2007b, The MathWorks Natick, 
MA, USA). Functional images were slice time corrected, realigned 
to correct for motion artifacts, spatially normalized to the Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) template, and then spatially smoothed 
using an 8-mm full-width-half maximum isotropic Gaussian ker-
nel. The subsequent analyses were carried out using both SPM5 and 
group-ICA toolbox GIFT (http://icatb.sourceforge.net/) (Calhoun 
et al., 2001, 2003, 2009).
For ICA, 20 spatially independent components (ICs) were ﬁ  rst 
determined using Infomax algorithms (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995) 
implemented in the GIFT toolbox. Components related to the 
35 min of the basketball game were ﬁ  rst calculated for the group, 
and individual subject components were created using back recon-
struction. T maps were created by performing a random effects 
analysis using individual subjects’ component maps as input, using 
a threshold of p < 0.001 and a minimum extent threshold (k) of ﬁ  ve 
voxels. In order to select meaningful ICs, we used a systematic ana-
tomical criterion that corresponded to a minimum of 85% of total 
gray matter in the spatial pattern of activity associated with each 
component. Based on visual inspection of their spatial distribution 
on the group T maps, activity related to ﬁ  ve ICs were discarded 
because they reﬂ  ected motion artifacts located in the ventricles 
and/or at the edge of the brain. To check the validity of this anatomi-
cal criterion, we interrogated the amplitude of the components’ 
time courses averaged for the previously identiﬁ  ed segments. Low 
amplitude was generally observed for patterns including less than 
85% gray matter. Using this procedure, nine functional ICs were 
identiﬁ  ed and subjected to further analyses. Time courses associ-
ated with the successfully encoded plays were ﬁ  rst obtained for each 
component using windowed averaging time-locked to the end of 
the play. Time courses were obtained around that point, from 10 
TRs before to 8 TRs afterwards (total length = 18 TRs). Within-
subject correlations were then calculated between the maximum 
component time-course values [from the reference point to 7.5 s 
after (5 TRs)] and post-scanning emotion ratings binned according 
to memory performance. This time window was chosen based on 
where one would reasonably expect a hemodynamic response; that 
is, at end of the play where the emotional impact is revealed (ball 
was stolen, shot went into the basket, etc.). Subjects’ correlation sta-
tistics were converted to Z-scores for making group inferences.
As for the subsequent SPM analysis, trials were created based on 
successful encoding (correct or incorrect in the subsequent recogni-
tion task), intensity ratings (low, medium, or high) and valence ratings 
(positive or negative). Statistical parametric maps were created using 
contrasts of these conditions (i.e., correct high intensity trials vs. correct 
low intensity trials, or correct positive trials vs. correct negative trials) 
in the context of the GLM. Because memory performance was high, 
only correct memory trials were included in the SPM analyses, and a 
formal comparison of hits vs. misses in memory was not feasible. Based 
on the shape of the time-courses we obtained from the ICA analysis, 
evoked brain responses to successful encoding was modeled with a 
box-car function convolved with a hemodynamic response function 
for two TRs around the end of the play. The intensity ratings were con-
sidered in absolute values, and to homogenize the number of trials per 
intensity ranking, they were rescaled as follows: low = 1; medium = 2; 
high = 3–4. To take into account the fact that positive segments were 
rated as more intense than negative segments (see Results), intensity 
was modeled as a covariate of non-interest in the context of the valence 
comparison. Individual correct high vs. low intensity and correct 
positive vs. negative contrast images were subjected to random effect 
analyses (one-sample t test). In order to test the valence by intensity 
interaction, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted using a 
full factorial design implemented in SPM, with intensity (high vs. low) 
and valence (positive vs. negative) as factors. This allowed us to identify 
which regions were responsible for the difference in intensity in the 
successful encoding of positive segments compared to negative ones. 
For all GLM analyses, the signiﬁ  cance threshold was set at p < 0.001, 
with a minimum extent threshold of ﬁ  ve contiguously activated voxels 
(uncorrected). The signiﬁ  cance threshold was set at p < 0.005 (uncor-
rected, k = 3) to explore regions of the MTL.
RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL DATA
The overall proportion of successfully recognized old and new video 
clips was 0.86 (see Table 1). The hit rate was 0.83, the false alarm rate 
was 0.11, and the resulting d′ was equal to 2.18, indicating a good 
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items only (the 20 positive and 20 negative segments used for the 
fMRI analysis), the independent t-tests performed at the subject level 
indicated no difference between participant groups (Duke vs. UNC 
fans) neither in accuracy (t20 = 0.05, p = 0.96), conﬁ  dence (t20 = 1.02, 
p = 0.32) or emotional intensity (t20 = 0.50, p = 0.62), nor in the 
rating reaction times (RTs) (conﬁ  dence: t20 = 1.23, p = 0.23; emo-
tional intensity: t20 = 1.48, p = 0.16). Duke fans were faster to make 
responses in the recognition memory task than UNC fans (t20 = 2.32, 
p = 0.03). As for the effect of valence, the paired t-test performed at 
the subject level indicated no signiﬁ  cant difference between positive 
and negative items neither in accuracy (t20 = 1.68, p = 0.11), nor in 
conﬁ  dence (t20 = 0.46, p = 0.65), but positive items were judged as 
being more intense than the negative ones (t20 = 2.22, p = 0.04).
fMRI DATA
ICA results
Individual components. As shown in Figure 1, we isolated a “visual 
IC,” which included areas related to visual stimulation (occipital 
cortex, Figure 1A), as well as an “auditory IC,” which consisted of 
areas related to auditory stimulation (lateral superior temporal 
cortex bilaterally, Figure 1B). There was also a “sensorimotor IC,” 
which included regions of the sensory-motor system (superior 
fronto-parietal network and cerebellum bilaterally, Figure 1C). The 
“dorsal fronto-parietal IC” corresponded to the dorsal   attention 
network (anterior cingulate cortex and fronto-parietal regions, 
Figure 1D). The ﬁ  fth IC was almost exclusively left lateralized 
and included regions that are involved in language and semantic 
processing, such as the infero-lateral prefrontal regions, as well as 
lateral temporal areas extending through the left temporo-pari-
etal-occipital (TPO) junction (“left fronto-temporo-parietal IC,” 
Figure 1E). An analogous contralateral pattern was observed for the 
sixth “right fronto-temporo-parietal IC,” with additional areas in 
left homologue regions as well as in medial prefrontal and posterior 
cingulate cortices (Figure 1F). The seventh IC included regions of 
the self/social cognition/default network (“default network IC1”), 
such as medial frontal cortex, and a large posterior volume com-
prising the cingulate cortex, cuneus, and precuneus medially, and 
extending bilaterally through the TPO junction (Figure 1G). The 
eighth IC (“default network IC2”) corresponded to similar midline 
regions, but with activity more concentrated in frontal structures 
extending into infero-lateral parts of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), 
as well as lateral and medial temporal lobe cortices bilaterally (see 
Figure 2A; Table 2). Finally, the last identiﬁ  ed IC (“MTL-visual 
IC”) included medial temporal and frontal regions and extended 
posteriorly into visual areas in a continuous strip from the amygdala 
to the ventral occipitotemporal cortices via the hippocampus and 
parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortices (Figure 2B; Table 2).
Correlations between ICs and post-viewing ratings. Correlations 
were performed between peak component activity and emotional 
ratings (see Materials and Methods for details). The only signiﬁ  cant 
correlations were between intensity ratings and both the default 
network IC2 and the MTL-visual IC (p = 0.0016 and 0.0015, respec-
tively). Comparing the time courses of these two ICs, it is interest-
ing to note that the response associated with default network IC2 
peaked earlier (by approximately 2 s) than the response associated 
with the MTL-visual IC (see Figure 2B).
Comparisons in the GLM
Intensity. In support of the ICA results, comparing successfully 
encoded high vs. low intensity segments revealed activity in medial 
superior and anterior PFC, in inferior frontal gyri bilaterally, in 
FIGURE 1 | Independent components (ICs) identiﬁ  ed during the free viewing of the 35-min portion of the basketball game (p = 0.001; k = 5). This ﬁ  gure 
represents the 9 IC spatial maps identiﬁ  ed, each overlaid on the sagittal, coronal and axial planes of an anatomical template.
Table 1 | Mean (SD) behavioral data and reaction times (RTs, in ms) for 
recognition, conﬁ  dence, and intensity judgments for the old items as a 
function of self-identiﬁ  ed fan group (* indicates signiﬁ  cant group 
difference, p = 0.03).
 Duke  fans  UNC  fans  All  subjects
Recognition  83% (0.11)  83% (0.11)  83% (0.11)
Recognition RT  1018 (302)*  1445 (497)  1231 (456)
Conﬁ  dence  7 .01 (0.52)  6.72 (0.76)  6.87 (0.65)
Conﬁ  dence RT  1004 (193)  1199 (462)  1102 (360)
Intensity  2.07 (0.42)  2.19 (0.66)  2.13 (0.54)
Intensity RT  1411 (287)  1688 (518)  1549 (432)Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  May 2010  | Volume 4  |  Article 34  |  5
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FIGURE 2 | Brain activity related to the two ICs that correlated with emotional intensity ratings. (A) Shows the “MTL-visual IC” (blue) and the “default 
network IC2” (red), and their corresponding time-courses are shown in (B). The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation.
the posterior cingulate cortex, in posterior parahippocampal and 
lingual gyri bilaterally, and in a cluster including the right anterior 
hippocampus and the amygdala (Table 3). The reverse comparison 
did not yield any signiﬁ  cant results.
Valence. Comparing successfully encoded positive and negative 
segments from the fan’s perspective revealed valence effects that 
were not found in the ICA analysis. Greater activity associated with 
positive segments was observed in regions of the dorso-lateral PFC 
(DLPFC) bilaterally (right BA 9 and left BA 6), a cluster includ-
ing the left insula and superior temporal and inferior frontal gyri 
(BA 38, 47, 13), as well as the right precuneus (BA 7) (Table 3). 
Successfully encoded negative segments, by comparison with posi-
tive ones, elicited small loci of enhanced activity in the right thala-
mus, the left striatum, the right pre- and post-central gyri (BA 3, 5, 
6), and posteriorly in the left insula (BA 13) (Table 3).
Intensity by valence interaction. A greater difference in activity 
between high and low intensity for successfully encoded positive 
relative to negative segments was observed in the right amygdala, 
the right striatum (caudate) and the left orbito-frontal cortex (BA 
47) (Table 3; Figure 3). We did not observe any reverse interac-
tion effect.
DISCUSSION
In the context of a social sporting event, we demonstrated, using a 
data-driven analysis, a modulatory effect of intensity on the neural 
bases supporting emotional memory formation under free viewing 
conditions. Two ICs correlated with emotional intensity ratings 
– the MTL-visual IC, which comprised key regions of declarative 
memory, emotion, and visual perception circuitries, and the default 
network IC2, which included midline regions of the typical default 
network, related PFC areas involved in self-referential processing 
and social cognition, plus the hippocampus. Conventional GLM 
analyses were then performed on the basis of the temporal char-
acteristics of these two ICs. These latter results supported those 
obtained with ICA but revealed additional valence effects and 
valence ×  intensity interactions. These results are discussed, in 
turn, below.
IC – EMOTIONAL RATING CORRELATIONS
Both the default network IC2 and the MTL-visual IC correlated 
with the emotional intensity ratings of plays that were correctly 
recognized in a subsequent memory test. It is ﬁ  rst worth noting 
that successful encoding of emotional information in a more eco-
logically valid setting appears to recruit a much larger set of brain 
regions than what is usually observed using list learning paradigms, 
which have typically revealed regions of the MTL and inferior PFC 
areas (Dolcos and Denkova, 2008). The main ﬁ  ndings from these 
latter studies is enhanced memory for emotional information that 
beneﬁ  ts from (i) the joint contribution from both MTL- and PFC-
based mechanisms, and (ii) the critical role of emotional inten-
sity, through the involvement of the amygdala, in mediating these 
effects. For instance, a stronger correlation was observed between 
MTL and amygdala during the encoding of emotional than neutral 
stimuli (Dolcos et al., 2004), an effect that seems to persist over 
time (Ritchey et al., 2008). Positive correlations were also found 
between different parts of lateral PFC and the amygdala, suggest-
ing the role of the PFC in the formation of emotional memories 
by enhancing strategic, semantic and working memory processes 
(Dolcos et al., 2004; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006). These seed based 
connectivity ﬁ  ndings show which regions covary with the MTL 
during encoding of emotional stimuli. The current ICA approach 
revealed one functionally connected network containing many of 
these regions.
Implication of both the amygdala and the hippocampus has 
also been shown in the context of natural viewing. Activity in both 
structures was revealed in fMRI using a GLM approach during 
appreciation of humor moments (while participants were passively 
viewing full-length episode of a sitcom, Moran et al., 2004), whereas 
direct inﬂ  uence of the amygdala on parahippocampal cortex and 
ventrolateral PFC was reported in a PET study using structural Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  May 2010  | Volume 4  |  Article 34  |  6
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equation modeling (Kilpatrick and Cahill, 2003), as sustaining the 
encoding of negative vs. neutral emotionally arousing ﬁ  lm clips. 
Consistent with these ﬁ  ndings, we observed in the MTL-visual IC, 
for both positive and negative segments, activity in different lateral 
parts of the PFC bilaterally and in the MTL, including the hippoc-
ampus and the amygdala bilaterally. This IC also shows extended 
activity in posterior ventral occipitotemporal cortices, which sug-
gests that memory formation for complex, real-life stimuli requires 
the involvement of a coupling among the hippocampus, amygdala 
and posterior sensory regions at encoding.
In addition to this IC, the default network IC2 comprised 
regions typically implicated in social cognitive functions and 
processing of self-related stimuli, such as during autobiographi-
cal memory retrieval (Addis et al., 2004; Cabeza and St Jacques, 
2007; Botzung et al., 2008; Buckner et al., 2008). Hasson et al. 
(2008) combined natural viewing and a data-driven method 
(inter-subject correlations) to identify brain regions whose 
activity was correlated across subjects for portions of a movie 
that were successfully encoded. Based on the enhanced activity 
the authors observed in midline structures, TPJ and temporal 
Table 2 | Independent components analysis (ICA) results during free viewing that positively correlated with behavioral ratings of emotional intensity.
L/R brain region  Z-score Coordinates  (x, y, z) Cluster  size
MTL-VISUAL IC
Frontal cortex
  L middle frontal gyrus (BA 8/9/6)  6.65  −26, 30, 41  121
  L anterior cingulate (BA 24)  5.34  −8, 19, 23  37
  L inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9)  5.30  −41, 8, 30  57
  Bilateral anterior cingulate (BA 32)  4.66  4, 41, 0  34
  R middle frontal gyrus (BA 8)  4.27  26, 30, 41  14
  R middle frontal gyrus (BA 46/9)  3.85  41, 23, 23  31
Temporal lobes and posterior regions
  Bilateral lingual gyrus, cuneus, precuneus, R posterior
  middle temporal gyrus, R middle temporal gyrus,
  R hippocampus, R amygdala (BA 19/7/39/21)  13.79  19, −68, −4 3221
  R precuneus (BA 7)  7 .60  4, −45, 53  463
  L inferior parietal lobe (BA 40)  4.97  −53, −34, 41  15
  L middle/inferior temporal gyri (BA 21/20)  4.87  −60, −23, −4 94
  L parahippocampal gyrus/amygdala  4.77  −23, −8, −11 14
  L superior temporal gyrus (BA 38)  4.66  −38, 8, −26 23
  R angular gyrus (BA 39)  4.43  34, −56, 38  25
Mid brain
 L  thalamus  6.70  −4, −11, 0  48
DEFAULT NETWORK IC2
Frontal cortex
  Medial PFC, anterior cingulate gyrus, L inferior frontal gyrus,
  L superior temporal gyrus (BA 10/9/8/6/24/47/38)  16.39  0, 60, 23  3879
  R superior temporal, inferior frontal gyri (BA 38/47)  8.09  34, 19, −23 202
  R postcentral, precentral gyri (BA 3/6)  7 .59  41, −23, 53  168
  L precentral gyrus (BA 4)  5.82  −38, −23, 56  53
Temporal lobes and posterior regions
  Bilateral cingulate and posterior cingulate gyri, precuneus (BA 24/31/7)  12.45  0, −60, 26  465
  R middle, superior, inferior temporal gyri (BA 21/22/20)  9.76  60, −23, −15 399
  R lingual gyrus, cuneus (BA 18/17)  7 .13  4, −83, −8 89
  R parahippocampal gyrus/hippocampus (BA 27)  5.94  23, −30, −8 71
 L  hippocampus  4.46  −11, −38, 4  6
 L  hippocampus  3.86  −23, −15, −19 8
Mid brain
 L  thalamus  6.04  −11, −34, 4  27
  R striatum (caudate)  3.77  11, 4, 11  12
One component included medial temporal and ventral visual areas associated with memory, emotion, and complex visual perception (MTL -visual; see Figure 1) while 
the second component included brain regions involved in self-referential/default mode processing, social cognition, and memory (default network IC2; see Figure 1). 
Coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute stereotaxic space.
BA, Brodmann area; L, left hemisphere; PFC, prefrontal cortex; R, right hemisphere.Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  May 2010  | Volume 4  |  Article 34  |  7
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poles, Hasson et al. (2008) suggested that modulation of social 
cognitive processes can impact episodic memory formation for 
real-time human interactions. Our data extend this idea by using 
ICA rather than inter-subject correlations and by showing that 
successful encoding activity in these regions further correlates 
with ratings of emotional intensity. Moreover, the present study 
Table 3 | Results from the general linear model analysis.
L/R brain region  Z-score Coordinates  (x, y, z) Cluster  size
HIGH VS. LOW INTENSE PLAYS
Frontal cortex
  R inferior frontal PFC (BA 46)  3.49  45, 38, 4  21
  Anterior and superior medial PFC (BA 8/9)  3.43  0, 41, 49  73
  L inferior PFC (BA 47/45)  3.36  −49, 26, 0  13
Posterior regions
  L parahippocampal gyrus/lingual gyrus (BA 18)  4.29  −15, −53, 4  167
  R parahippocampal gyrus/lingual gyrus (BA 19)  3.91  19, −56, −4 181
  L temporo-parietal junction (BA 39/40)  3.79  −49, −68, 41  145
Temporal lobes
  L inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20)  3.12  −60, −34, −15 5
 R  hippocampus/amygdala*  2.79  34,  −8, −15 4
POSITIVE VS. NEGATIVE PLAYS
  R middle frontal gyrus (BA 9)  3.31  34, 30, 30  21
  L middle frontal gyrus (BA 6)  3.27  −34, 0, 53  5
  L superior temporal gyrus/inferior frontal gyrus/insula (BA 38/47/13)  3.18  −45, 11, −8 27
  R precuneus (BA 7)  3.08  8, −34, 45  5
NEGATIVE VS. POSITIVE PLAYS
 R  thalamus  3.31  19,  −23, 0  6
  L striatum (caudate)  3.25  −23, −34, 11  38
  R postcentral gyrus/parietal lobe (BA 5)  3.17  26, −45, 68  6
  L posterior insula (BA 13)  3.13  −34, −26, 19  5
  R postcentral and precentral gyri (BA 3/6)  3.10  49, −15, 53  30
VALENCE (POSITIVE VS. NEGATIVE) BY INTENSITY INTERACTION
  R striatum (caudate)  3.49  4, 15, 4  21
 R  amygdala  3.19  15,  −4, −19 14
  L inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47)  3.14  −34, 19, −19 16
Main effects of arousal, valence, and their interaction are indicated. Coordinates are in Montreal Neurologic Institute stereotaxic space.
BA, Brodmann area; L, left hemisphere; PFC, prefrontal cortex; R, right hemisphere.
*p < 0.005.
FIGURE 3 | Regions showing a greater difference in activity for successfully encoded positive relative to negative segments (p < 0.001, k = 5): (A) left 
orbito-frontal cortex, (B) right amygdala, (C) right striatum.Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  May 2010  | Volume 4  |  Article 34  |  8
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was required, the sensory-motor IC we isolated might reﬂ  ect the 
involvement of sensory-motor representations elicited by observ-
ing the movements and actions of the players (see Aziz-Zadeh and 
Ivry, 2009, for a recent review). An IC similar to the one we identi-
ﬁ  ed as corresponding to the canonical dorsal attention network 
(anterior cingulate cortex and dorsal fronto-parietal regions) has 
been previously reported in context of a working memory task 
(Wolf et al., 2008), and previous studies have shown similarities in 
brain activation patterns mediating spatial attention and working 
memory (LaBar et al., 1999). Similar to some previous ICA stud-
ies (Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Esposito et al., 2006; Golland et al., 
2007; Malinen et al., 2007), we observed two distinct ICs that both 
included medially located cortical structures (amPFC, PCC, pre-
cuneus) and the TPJ. These regions are core components of the 
so-called “default-network” and they are also known to support 
self-referential processing and other aspects of social cognition 
(Van Overwalle, 2009). One of these networks (default network 
IC1) was characterized by more extended activity in posterior 
midline structures but less extended in the medial PFC, whereas 
the second one (default network IC2) uniquely included the infe-
rolateral PFC and lateral and medial temporal cortices bilaterally 
(as described above).
ICA VS. GLM RESULTS: INTENSITY AND VALENCE EFFECTS
Consistent with the known temporal lag of the hemodynamic 
response, ICs that were positively correlated with emotional inten-
sity ratings peaked approximately 3–6 s after the end of the tagged 
segments (the portions of the ongoing game where the emotional 
impact was maximal). This temporal information was then used 
to inform the construction of a GLM-based model investigat-
ing the effects of valence and intensity (and their interaction) on 
successfully encoded memories. For the intensity analysis, both 
approaches elicited similar results, with additional regions revealed 
by ICA, especially homologue regions already active in the oppo-
site hemisphere. For instance, similar to the MTL-visual IC, GLM 
revealed intensity-related activity in the right dorso-lateral PFC, 
in the right amygdala and hippocampus, and in the parahippoc-
ampal gyri extending to lingual gyri bilaterally; in contrast, the left 
amygdala, left dorsolateral PFC, and anterior hippocampus only 
emerged in the ICA analysis. The ICA analysis also revealed activity 
in posterior regions that was more widespread, extending to the 
precuneus. Similarly, as opposed to the default network IC2, GLM 
revealed intensity-related activity in the left (but not right) TPJ, and 
activity in midline structures was less extended. These results are 
generally in accordance with other method comparison studies, 
which showed that patterns of activity revealed by ICA tend to be 
spatially more extensive (Calhoun et al., 2001; Bartels and Zeki, 
2004a; Hasson et al., 2008; Malinen et al., 2007). Compared to 
viewing simple discrete stimuli, natural viewing conditions tend 
to elicit ICs comprising homologous areas in contralateral regions, 
probably reﬂ  ecting greater inter-hemispheric reliance to support 
information processing during complex multisensory stimulation 
(Bartels and Zeki, 2005).
In contrast to the methodologically consistent results for emo-
tional intensity, signiﬁ  cant effects of valence emerged only in the 
GLM analysis. This discrepancy suggests that intensity is more 
critical than valence for deﬁ  ning spatially independent networks 
uses a sporting event viewing  paradigm that permits the encoding 
of memories in a close-to-real-life socioemotional setting that 
has direct relevance to the participants as highly identiﬁ  ed fans. 
Further research is warranted to determine whether emotion-
enhanced activity in these midline cortical regions reﬂ  ects self-
relevant processing, processing of social context, or processing 
of the interpersonal aspects of the player actions.
Inspection of the time courses associated with these two  intensity-
correlated ICs revealed that the default network IC2 temporally 
preceded the MTL-visual IC by approximately 2 s. This ﬁ  nding 
may suggest that processing self-relevant and social information 
(through the interaction between the hippocampus and the self-
social cognition network) might be predictive (as a preliminary 
step) of the subsequent interaction between the hippocampus, the 
amygdala, and posterior cortical regions. Of particular interest is 
the enhanced activity seen in these posterior regions, including 
temporal, parietal and occipital cortices, which are associated with 
the recall of sensory features of real-life stimuli, such as autobio-
graphical memories (Cabeza and St Jacques, 2007; Botzung et al., 
2008). In both ICs, activity in the hippocampus was observed 
bilaterally, but it was more anteriorly extended in the MTL-visual 
IC to encompass the left head region, which is more reciprocally 
connected to the amygdala. This result might suggest that the hip-
pocampus acts as a bridge between social cognitive processes and 
affective-perceptual processes to bind together these aspects of the 
memory during initial encoding.
OTHER ICs RELATED TO NATURAL VIEWING OF A BASKETBALL GAME
Seven additional ICs were identiﬁ  ed during game viewing that 
involved functionally meaningful brain activation (i.e., were con-
tained within gray matter and were not related to motion artifacts). 
Only a few studies have combined the use of natural viewing and 
ICA (Malinen et al., 2007; Jääskeläinen et al., 2008), some of which 
focused speciﬁ  cally on how visual features of the movie related to 
visual functional subdivisions (Bartels and Zeki, 2004a,b, 2005). 
Consistent with this literature, and as expected in the context of 
a continuous video sequence containing multimodal stimuli, the 
visual and auditory ICs corresponded to the visual and the auditory 
systems (Bartels and Zeki, 2005; Malinen et al., 2007; Jääskeläinen 
et al., 2008). In previous studies, though, several visual ICs were 
isolated, corresponding to ﬁ  ner functional subdivisions within the 
visual cortex, which is likely to be accounted for by a greater number 
of ICs initially speciﬁ  ed (Bartels and Zeki, 2005). Also reported 
in the literature and replicated here is the left-lateralized fronto-
temporo-parietal IC, including the infero-lateral PFC and lateral 
temporal cortex extending into TPJ (Bartels and Zeki, 2005), which 
given the region’s location could be related to language processing. 
In the present study, a similar IC was also observed but focused in 
the right hemisphere (right fronto-temporo-parietal IC). Given the 
known involvement of the right hemisphere for spatial processing, 
the right fronto-temporo-parietal IC might be related to this func-
tion or, alternatively, to right-hemispheric communicative func-
tions (processing of affective prosody, etc.).
A sensorimotor IC was reported in one of the aforementioned 
studies, but was related to the tactile stimulus blocks the authors 
introduced during the viewing session (Malinen et al., 2007). In our 
case, since no tactile stimulation was given and no motor response Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  May 2010  | Volume 4  |  Article 34  |  9
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during emotional memory formation. It is possible that valence-
based ICs would be found if the ICA analysis were performed on a 
subspace containing a greater number of dimensions; however, as 
the number of dimensions increases, ICA estimation becomes less 
stable (Li et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the GLM analysis shows that 
individual brain areas are sensitive to valence, even if this affective 
dimension is not as important for segregating spatially discrete 
networks in the functional time series.
Behaviorally, positively valenced plays (plays that beneﬁ  ted 
the fan’s team) were rated as more emotionally intense than 
negative plays. After controlling for this intensity bias, positively-
valent plays recruited more activity than negatively-valent plays 
in bilateral dorsal frontal and left peri-insular regions whereas 
negatively-valent plays recruited more activity in left posterior 
insula and caudate, and right thalamus and somatosensory corti-
ces. The anterior insula and overlying frontal convexity serves as a 
convergence point for representations of bodily states with social 
and contextual information to provide a neural substrate of the 
conscious experience of our own emotions (Craig, 2002) as well 
as the empathic feeling of others’ emotions (Adolphs et al., 1995). 
The DLPFC is thought to support organization and associative 
encoding (for reviews, see Simons and Spiers, 2003; Blumenfeld 
and Ranganath, 2007). These processes may have been ampliﬁ  ed 
during the successful encoding of pleasant social memories, con-
sistent with psychological theories of attentional broadening and 
contextual elaboration during positive states (Fredrickson, 2001). 
As for negative plays, enhanced activity in the thalamus, posterior 
insula and somatosensory cortex might reﬂ  ect greater visceral-
sensory feedback. Altogether, these ﬁ  ndings further extend labo-
ratory studies indicating that emotionally positive and negative 
information seem to be processed in different ways during their 
initial encoding (Dolcos et al., 2004; Kensinger and Schacter, 2008; 
Mickley and Kensinger, 2008).
Finally, the right amygdala, right caudate, and left ventrolateral 
PFC showed an enhanced sensitivity to emotional intensity in the con-
text of positively-valent plays (intensity × valence interaction). The 
caudate is implicated in social learning (Balleine et al., 2007; Delgado, 
2007) and the amygdala and ventrolateral PFC predict subsequent 
memory for emotional stimuli (Dolcos et al., 2004; Kensinger and 
Schacter, 2008). Functional imaging studies have shown that overall 
the amygdala is sensitive to emotional arousal, while also showing 
either preference for negative valence, or a valence- independent effect 
(Dolcos and Denkova, 2008). Importantly, our result challenges the 
traditional view linking the amygdala preferentially to negative emo-
tions (Adolphs et al., 1995; Zald, 2003). Hence, the GLM results indi-
cate a better sensitivity of the amygdala for encoding arousal in the 
context of positively-valent events when the setting is a personally-
relevant and enjoyable social experience.
POTENTIAL LIMITATION
Our objective was to examine emotional encoding in condi-
tions that would be as natural, complex, close as possible to 
real-life, which implies more compromises than in the context 
of laboratory settings. In order to conceive a memory task that 
would enable us to control for successful encoding, we identiﬁ  ed 
as many exciting segments as we could that could be matched 
both in terms of valence and duration. This recognition task was 
administered after a 30-min delay, which is fairly standard in 
the context of recognition memory assessment (see for instance 
Warrington, 1984, 1996). Selecting more exciting segments was 
not possible within the same game, unfortunately, due to the 
limited total number of plays in a game. As a consequence, we 
could only include in the analyses the segments that were remem-
bered and did not have enough forgotten events to perform a 
“hits vs. misses” comparison. Future studies should attempt a 
remembered vs. forgotten analysis, which would conﬁ  rm that the 
effects we observed are undeniably tied to emotional memory 
encoding.
CONCLUSION
Natural viewing of a basketball game in dedicated fans from 
the opposing teams was used to elicit rapid shifts in positively 
and negatively valenced emotional responses during encoding. 
Not only do the fMRI results conﬁ  rm prior ﬁ  ndings of arousal-
  mediated memory functions of the amygdala and hippocampus, 
but they also implicate an extended visual network, as well as a 
social cognitive network, which are not typically associated with 
emotional recall using typical laboratory stimuli. Overall, the use 
of a sports game paradigm in highly engaged fans combined with 
data-driven ICA methodology provides novel insights into the 
brain systems involved in forming emotional memories during 
complex social events.
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